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Abstract

Climate change with warmer winter and spring temperatures poses major challenges

to apple fruit production. Long-term observations confirm the trend toward earlier

flowering, which leads to an increased risk of frost damage. New breeding strategies

are needed to generate cultivars that are able to stay largely unaffected by warmer

temperatures. Recently, epigenetic variation has been proposed as a new resource

for breeding purposes and seems suitable in principle for apple breeding. However,

to serve as a new resource for apple breeding, it is necessary to clarify whether epi-

genetic variation can be induced by the environment, whether it can create pheno-

typic variation, and whether this variation is stable across generations. In this brief

review, we summarize the impact of climate change on the timing of apple phenol-

ogy, highlight how epigenetic variation can potentially support novel breeding strate-

gies, and point out important features of epigenetic variation that are required for its

application in breeding programs.

1 | MATERIAL AND METHODS

The two Malus � domestica Borkh. cultivars “Golden Delicious” and

“Idared” were grown in the orchard of the Julius Kühn Institute at

Dresden-Pillnitz (geographic coordinates: 50.999040, 13.886715).

They were phenotyped for the beginning of flowering every spring

between the years 1993 and 2017. At least 50 flowers were observed

on plurannual wood daily, per genotype and year. The date was

recorded as the beginning of flowering when 10% of flowers were

open. The linear regression was determined using RStudio (RStudio

Team, 2021).

2 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Apples (Malus � domestica Borkh.) are the fourth most important fruit

crop produced worldwide in temperate climates. This explains the

long breeding history and the high interest in cultivars suited for

highly efficient apple production. The marked need for high quality

and efficiency, however, also explains why the genetic diversity of

modern cultivars is rather low, with only very few successful cultivars

repeatedly used as progenitors of novel cultivars (Migicovsky

et al., 2021). Besides excellent fruit quality, cultivar resistance to path-

ogens as well as resilience to changing climatic conditions is strongly

needed for more sustainable cultivation practices. The impact of cli-

mate change on the annual life cycle of apple trees is already appar-

ent, resulting in significant yield losses for many years. Especially

warmer temperatures in spring disturb the tightly controlled timing of

the alternating phases of winter dormancy, where buds are well pro-

tected by bud scales and can outlast strong frosts and the phase of

plant growth and reproduction. As temperatures gradually rise in

spring, bud break and flowering occur ever earlier and the risk of

flower damage and yield losses from late frost events increases signifi-

cantly. Long-term phenology observations revealed that the strongest
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advance in leaf-out days occurred in the 1980s (Vitasse et al., 2022).

Data on the flowering onset of two apple cultivars in Dresden-Pillnitz,

Germany, over 24 years also show a clear trend toward earlier flow-

ering onset (Figure 1). Both cultivars “Idared” and “Golden Deli-

cious” show the same trend of 0.55 and 0.56 days earlier flowering

per year. Kunz and Blanke revealed similar results; they compared

the mean of two 30-year periods of blossom start and stated a

10 days earlier flowering of “Golden Delicious” from 1988 to 2017

compared to 1958 to 1987 (Kunz & Blanke, 2022). At the same time,

however, the frequency of spring frosts during March and April did

not decrease (Kunz & Blanke, 2022). The detrimental consequence

of early flowering is a more frequent coincidence of susceptible

flower bud stages and spring frosts, resulting in significant yield

losses. In order to escape spring frosts, above-crown irrigation or

frost candles can be applied. However, such measures are costly and

not ideal.

There is a great need to generate a new generation of cultivars

that are resilient to climate change, including cultivars that are able to

delay flowering during spring in order to avoid frost damage. Novel

breeding strategies are required to meet this need. Besides genetic

variation, epigenetic variation has become a promising resource for

generating phenotypic variation and for plant breeding (Gallusci

et al., 2017; Kakoulidou et al., 2021; King, 2015; Latutrie et al., 2019;

Springer, 2013). Epigenetic modifications can occur at histones or the

DNA level via methylation and mostly affect genome accessibility,

gene expression and the three-dimensional structure of chromatin

(Pecinka et al., 2013; Schmitz & Ecker, 2012). It can be generated

either by genetic control, at low levels it can occur stochastically, or it

can be induced by environmental variation (Becker et al., 2011; Dubin

et al., 2015; Luna & Ton, 2012; Rasmann et al., 2012; Richards

et al., 2017; Wibowo et al., 2016). In order to use epigenetic variation

as a novel resource for breeding climate-resilient apple varieties, cer-

tain criteria need to be met: epigenetic variation needs to be inducible

by the environment, it needs to be able to create phenotypic variation

in the timing of winter dormancy and flowering and it needs to be sta-

ble and inheritable across generations.

The inducibility of epigenetic variation by environmental condi-

tions has been shown for different types of epigenetic variation. The

fact that geographic origin is a major predictor of epigenetic variation

in the model plant A. thaliana supports the hypothesis that environ-

mental conditions can induce stable epigenetic variation (Dubin

et al., 2015; Kawakatsu et al., 2016). Besides temperature, biotic and

abiotic stresses represent conditions that can induce epigenetic varia-

tion that can modify gene expression and phenotype (Dowen

et al., 2012; González et al., 2016). Further support for the environ-

mental inducibility of epigenetic variation offers the phenomenon of

priming: Offspring of plants that experienced stress, for example,

pathogen attack, show higher resistance to the applied stress com-

pared to offspring of nonstressed plants (Conrath et al., 2015; Gully

et al., 2019; Luna & Ton, 2012; Ramírez-Carrasco et al., 2017;

Rasmann et al., 2012; Slaughter et al., 2012). Evidence exists that the

underlying mechanism of such priming responses in plants can be

based on epigenetic modifications, histone as well as DNA methyla-

tion (Conrath et al., 2015; Ramírez-Carrasco et al., 2017). Priming is a

promising strategy to improve yield and productivity of commercial

food production. A pre-treatment of seeds or mother plants with re-

occurring stress—for example, temperature or water stress—will make

offspring plants more resilient to the stress condition. Another exam-

ple of environmentally induced epigenetic modification is the

A. thaliana flowering time gene FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC), which is

gradually silenced by low temperature via polycomb-mediated epige-

netic silencing (Costa & Dean, 2019). Although there is no direct

FLC-homolog in M. domestica (Kumar et al., 2016), expression levels of

the MADS-box geneMdFLC-like can be influenced by or correlate with

ambient temperature (Lempe et al., 2022; Porto et al., 2015; Takeuchi

et al., 2018). Whether epigenetic marks are involved in the regulation

of MdFLC-like needs to be determined. MdFLC-like is an important reg-

ulator of winter dormancy in apple (Falavigna et al., 2019; Lempe

et al., 2022) and therefore, it is also a very promising candidate for a

gene under environmentally induced epigenetic control that may alter

flowering behavior in spring. Also, good candidates for environmen-

tally and epigenetically controlled genes involved in the timing and
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F IGURE 1 Presentation of the beginning of
flowering for the two cultivars “Golden Delicious”
(GD) and “Idared” at the JKI Dresden-Pillnitz
between the years 1993 and 2017. The slope of
the trendline by linear regression is �0.55 and
�0.56 for “Idared” and “Golden Delicious,”
respectively. Both regressions are significant with
p = 0.012 for “Idared” and p = 0.042 for “Golden
Delicious”
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progression of winter dormancy and flowering are the Dormancy-

associated MADS-box (DAM) genes. They appear to be under epige-

netic control in peach, another species of the Rosacea family (Zhu

et al., 2020).

The ability to induce phenotypic variation is another important

feature of epigenetic variation as a breeding resource. This is true for

FLC, which controls flowering time. However, many more examples

exist for epigenetic variation underlying changes in phenotype. The

first time this was shown was at the gene cycloidea in Linaria vulgaris,

where high methylation levels and low expression of cycloidea are

responsible for turning the bilateral symmetry of the flower into a

radial one (Cubas et al., 1999). Since then, several other genes of

diverse plant species have been identified (Kenchanmane Raju &

Niederhuth, 2018). In apple, epigenetic variation at MYB10 underlies

variation in anthocyanin production and, therefore, in fruit color var-

iation (Bucher et al., 2018; Daccord et al., 2017; El-Sharkawy

et al., 2015; Telias et al., 2011). Apple, which is propagated clonally

by grafting, “mutations” or so-called “sports” frequently occur,

where only a single branch displays apples differing in color com-

pared to apples of the rest of the tree. Farmers or breeders often

select these types, without knowing the underlying molecular

mechanism. Whether these selected sports are based on DNA

sequence variation or epigenetic variation is currently unknown

(Bucher et al., 2018).

Another property of epigenetic variation instrumental for its role

in breeding processes is its stability. Although some experiments indi-

cate little inheritance (Eichten & Springer, 2015; Pecinka & Mittelsten

Scheid, 2012; Wibowo et al., 2016), other experiments provide good

evidence for stable inheritance of DNA methylation patterns across

generations (Hagmann et al., 2015; Johannes et al., 2009; Schmitz

et al., 2013). The level of inheritance of epigenetic modifications is

much lower in sexually reproducing plants, since during meiosis an

epigenetic resetting occurs (Martienssen, 2008). In clonally derived

specimens, such reprogramming mechanisms are bypassed and there-

fore, epigenetic variation is passed on to vegetatively propagated

clones (Richards et al., 2012; Van den Broeck et al., 2018;

Verhoeven & Preite, 2014). Therefore, asexual propagation of apple

cultivars via scions is advantageous as there is no risk of losing

induced epigenetic variation by meiotic resetting. Although there is a

high potential for epigenetic variation to be transmitted to clonal off-

spring, how stable such epigenetic variation is across seasons and

years is still an important question.

We conclude that epigenetic variation is a very promising

resource to evaluate for breeding novel apple cultivars. As it is an out-

crossing species, conventional breeding programs in apple are very

time-consuming. Therefore, it would be very attractive to be able to

modify cultivars with already excellent fruit qualities by environmental

treatments without modification of the genomic sequence to obtain

high quality crops that are resilient to environmental conditions.

Clonal propagation practices will likely allow the transmission of epi-

genetic variation efficiently. However, more knowledge on epigenetic

variation needs to accumulate on (1) the identity of existing epigenetic

variation, (2) the environmental inducibility, (3) the traits it can affect,

and (4) the stability across seasons and time in asexually propagated

apple cultivars.
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